A week in the work of
Global Dental Relief.
7 days. One school in Vietnam. 604 children. Endless smiles.

That’s the report from Global Dental Relief’s
most recent camp at Tieu Dong Primary School
in a village near Hue, Vietnam. Two classrooms
were transformed into a full-service dental
clinic by 19 Global Dental Relief volunteers.
604 children were about to see a dentist for
the first time in their lives.
Everyone was grinning from the start. Boys and girls lined up
eagerly for their turn to have cleanings, fillings and other care. When
their names were called, they playfully “opened wide” and held the
pose as they scampered to the chair. Afterwards, they sprinted to the
playground to show friends the results.
More to smile about! Children also received a toothbrush and
lessons in proper dental care – parents, too! That helps assure a
long-lasting impact on dental health and lessons that get passed on
to future generations.
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Arhaus is
proud to
partner with
Global Dental
Relief,
a non-profit
organization
that brings
healthy smiles
to the
children of
Vietnam
and around
the world.

Arhaus.com
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Arhaus Global Dental

Vietnam Relief

Purchase a mirror
during the
Storewide Sale,
and Arhaus will
donate 10% of
the sale to Global
Dental Relief.
After decades of working within the global
community, you make a connection that’s
deeply personal. That’s why we partnered
with Global Dental Relief, an organization
that provides free dental care to underprivileged school children in Vietnam and
countries throughout the world. Dental
health is a key line of defense for a child’s
long term well being.
When you purchase a mirror from Arhaus
– you will help support Global Dental
Relief. Arhaus will donate 10% of all
mirror sales during our Storewide Sale.
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When you smile in the mirror, you can
imagine the smiles and deep gratitude on
the faces of the children you’ve helped.
Want to do more? Visit any Arhaus
store and make your donation to Global
Dental Relief. Or visit their website,
www.globaldentalrelief.org, where you
can donate online and find other ways to
support their work with 56,000 children
around the world.
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